
Product Editions

Dynamic Edition for B2B

Setup Edition for B2B2C

Mainly designed for 
IT Admins to configure and 
customize devices for 
employees out-of-the-box 
and dynamically over-the-air

Mainly designed for
Service Providers to stage
devices for repurposing or
rebranding for own
customers out-of-the-box

Repurpose or rebrand devices out-of-the-box,
during initial device setup process.

Maintain rebranded software, pre-installed apps
and content even after factory reset.

Make sure device ownership and
privacy of consumers are not infringed.

Configure corporate devices out-of-the-box,
during initial device setup process.

Tailor devices to specific vertical use cases.

Update device configurations anytime
& anywhere, over-the-air.

Enforce robust security configurations even after 
factory reset.

Create the ideal business tool for
your organization with frictionless,

out-of-the-box setup.
Advanced device configuration tailors

every granular aspect to your specific needs.

Contact Us

To learn more
about Samsung Knox Configure,

visit
https://samsungknox.com/kc

Tailor-made out-of-the-box



Knox Configure
Tailor-made out-of-the-box

Knox Configure is a cloud-based solution for
customizing and staging Samsung devices
remotely, right out of the box.

Tailor devices to specific needs and transform
them into purpose-built appliances – whether
it be a kiosk, a walkie-talkie, a phone for kids or
your branded tablet newspaper and more.

On top of your own brand images on boot and
home screen, preload apps & content and
customize user experience so your devices
only work in ways you want, such as triggering
key apps and actions with hardware key press,
power supply, or with every reboot.

All automatically and frictionlessly applied
at device boot-up so your users can jump
straight into action.

Set up all devices at boot-up to let users jump straight into action.

Frictionless setup

Automated device provisioning when the end user starts
the device for the first time.

Streamlined and faster device setup process,
such as skipping wizard setup.

Pre-configuration of default settings. Remove the need for
user intervention.

Custom build every device to only work in ways you want them to be used.

Tailored user experience

Automatically launch a key app on every reboot.

Remap hardware keys for quick app launch and commands in one touch.

Automatic device on-and-off based on power supply.

Single app mode to use devices as dedicated kiosks.

Customized device actions for specific conditions (e.g. run a retail app at 9 AM)

Configure every device to display your own brand without unpacking.

Customized to your brand

Replace standard booting & shutting-down animations with your own.

Customize your home and lock screens to display your
own images - including support for DeX mode screens.

Automatically deploy apps, content & shortcuts at the exact location of
your choice on the home screen.

Why Knox Configure


